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What started as a response to DoD compliance deficiencies is now 
being relooked on how to more closely integrate compliance into 
operations

Today’s market drivers for Continuous Controls Monitoring include:
• Risk management: Focusing compliance resources on controls objectives that 

are at the highest risk 
• Compliance: FISMA reporting guidelines have been updated to put greater 

emphasis on the technical aspects of IT Security, rather than the compliance 
pieces. Beginning in FY’11, agencies are required to report their progress toward 
increasing the use of automation and frequency of security control assessment 
across the enterprise

• Mission Assurance: Advanced persistent threat, Data loss, confidentiality, 
integrity, availability

• Operational and Cost Efficiency: OMB’s IT Transformation Roadmap and 
budgetary pressures are pushing agencies to expect more from their IT 
expenditures; operationalizing security aligns with these strategic goals

Current environment
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We believe IA and Continuous Monitoring has seen a dramatic shift 
in momentum in the marketplace recently

But why do we see companies being slow to adopt?
• Few models for success — this is a new discipline for 

many organizations
• Focus was on retroactive vs. real-time — huge backlog of exceptions 

is overwhelming
• Many vendors challenged to offer a complete solution, many only target 

a specific capability
• Can be expensive, requiring considerable implementation services
• Difficulty articulating the business case

Challenges



Controls automation and 
monitoring: Background
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Deloitte’s compliance framework for technology

Setting up architecture model for continuous monitoring

Integrated Compliance Dashboard

Controls MonitoringAutomated Controls

Mission intelligence

Operations 
PerformanceControl TestingCompliance 

Management

Tactics, Techniques, Processes

Manual controls

Technology environment

Infrastructure DataApplications

Integrated compliance dashboard

Controls monitoringAutomated controls

Operations 
performanceControl testingCompliance 

management

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte & Touche LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see 
www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries.
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Companies should leverage Controls Automation and Monitoring to 
improve control effectiveness and reduce compliance cost.

Internal control maturity continuum

Technology-enabled processes and 
controls

Manual-based processes and 
controls

ManualStart MonitoringAutomated

• Approach not driven 
by risk

• Redundant controls
• Manually intensive 

business and IT 
processes and 
controls

• Inefficient testing
• “Reactive” approach 

to identifying and 
addressing control 
issues

• Risk-based approach
• Rationalized controls
• Management 

platform 
• Manually intensive 

testing procedures
• Testing requires large 

sample sizes

• Leverage application-
based business and 
IT process controls

• User access and 
SOD controls

• Efficient testing of 
controls

• Some automated 
testing capabilities

• Reduced testing 
sample sizes 

• Efficient operation of 
controls

• Continuous controls 
monitoring

• Efficient operation of 
controls

• “Proactive” approach 
to identifying and 
addressing control 
issues 

• Demonstrated 
effectiveness of 
controls

• Sustainable 
compliance 
processes

• ROI/Business value
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• Reduces effort, cost, and reliance on external consultants by increasing 
control reliability and efficiency

• Enhances the effectiveness of Internal Audit and line manager/staff
• Provides real-time information for proactive preventive measures
• Leverages real-time information and compliance investment for business 

value generation
• Provides a sustainable and repeatable process to enable data and 

control quality improvement
• Decreases learning curve and training requirements

Importance of automated controls and continuous 
control monitoring
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Monitoring technology can be used in several capacities:
• As key detective controls used to meet control objectives
• To monitor the continued effectiveness of existing key controls (preventive 

and detective)

Manual, automated, and continuous control 
monitoring examples

Manual

• Manual approvals
• Manual reporting
• Paper-based 

reconciliations
• Controls

Automated                              Monitoring

• Access controls
• Segregation of duties
• Application/configurable 

controls
• IT general controls

• Transaction monitoring
• Master data monitoring
• Access controls 

monitoring
• Application/configurable 

control monitoring 
• IT general controls 

monitoring

Technology-enabled controlsManual controls
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Organizations can use the following approach to leverage 
technology-enabled control capabilities.

An approach for evolving controls for compliance 

Design and implement 
technology related 

controls

Assess existing control 
technology environments

Develop a strategy for 
compliance technology*

• Use a top down, risk-based 
approach to scope the 
environment

• Consider integrating multiple 
compliance requirements

• Create a benchmark of 
existing controls by entity 
and/or location

• Identify inefficient and less 
effective controls

Develop a strategy for 
leveraging technology-enabled 
controls, including 
consideration of the following: 
• Evaluate existing technology 

for automation and 
monitoring capabilities

• Identify technology solutions 
for inefficient and less 
effective controls

• Develop a prioritized set of 
technology-enabled control 
solutions

Design technology-enabled 
controls for mission and IT 
processes, including:
• Implement technology-

enabled controls
• Develop risk-based test 

plans that leverage 
technology capabilities

• Deploy updated training and 
communications
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The technology for compliance strategy will form the basis of a 
roadmap for the evolution of controls for compliance. 

Compliance evolution: A roadmap

Configure 
automated 
application 

controls

Implement a 
compliance 

management 
tool

Monitor 
changes to 
master data

Monitor control 
configurations 

and system 
setups

Rationalize 
controls 
across 

regulatory 
requirements

Illustrative example of a roadmap

Manual Automated Controls monitoring

Monitor 
business 

transactions

Standardize 
controls 
within or 
across 

locations and 
entities

Implement 
user access 

and 
provisioning 
(identity and 

access 
management)

Automate 
manual 

controls and 
processes

Define and 
implement 
automated 

SOD controls

Monitor 
segregation 

of duties 
violations

Implement 
data privacy 

controls

NOTE: The strategy and roadmap will vary for each organization, based upon the mission, compliance, and 
technology landscape and requirements.



Operationalizing Continuous 
Monitoring
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Deloitte’s Approach to operationlizing continuous security
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Our Approach to the Continuous Security

1) Develop a Strong Transition Plan

2) Establish Governance in Support of the New Processes

3) Define Controls to be Monitored Based on Business Risk

4) Integrate Security into the SDLC 

5) Confirm the Agency Baseline and Configuration Standards

6) Establish an Automation Infrastructure for Assessments

7) Manage the Change in the Transformation

8) Assign Clear & Quantifiable Tasks to IT Security Personnel

9) Integrate with Other Agency Operations, including cyber 
architecture
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Major Concepts in the Risk Management Framework

1) Monitor What Matters

Agencies can focus their security resources by developing a risk-based monitoring 
strategy that aligns with mission and business requirements by:

• Focusing on critical risk areas as well as organizational strengths and 
weaknesses

• Articulating which security controls should be monitored, how often they should 
be monitored, and how their effectiveness should be assessed

• Establishing risk scoring and normalization techniques, aimed at identifying and 
contextualizing key risks across the enterprise

2) Automate Vulnerability Assessment and Reporting

Leverage existing agency tools and incorporate new capabilities to create an 
assessment infrastructure capable of identifying and addressing security vulnerabilities 
in near-real time. Automate vulnerability reporting and tracking to promote key metrics 
and remediation information to the stakeholders who are empowered to take action on 
them.



Notional Example of 
Continuous Monitoring 
Technical Architecture
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The HP Security-Enabled Automation Infrastructure for 
Assessments

Presentation
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Key 
Functionality

• Mission Risk Profiles
• Key Risk Trending
• Resource Risk & Control Profile 
• Regression Analysis Results
• Mission Assurance Scenario Results
•  

• Dashboards, Reports
• User Access Control
• Audience Specific Views

• Analysis Engine with Business 
Rules

• Risk Analytics
• Workflow, Event Notification, 

Scheduling

• Assessment & Automated Data 
Collection

• Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
• Data Quality, Master Data 

Management

• Database
• Data Warehouse
• Document Management

Representative 
Technology

Operations

• Applications
• Appliances
• Circuits



Questions?
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